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+Sign-lists in Egyptology 

n  Jean-François Champollion 

n  Theinhardt font 

n  Gardiner 

n  Berliner Zeichenliste 

n  IFAO font 

 



+Sign-lists in Egyptology 

n  Many other signlist since then 

–  Part of Grammars: Allen, Borghouts, Mailaise & Winand, 
Schenkel, Kurth, Leitz 

–  Part of Dictionaries: Hannig, van der Molen 

–  Paleographical works: Paléographie Hiéroglyphique  I-
VII, Hibis temple project, ect 

–  Addendum to a series: Daumas, Cauville 

–  Unpublished: Hornung & Schenkel 
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+Sign-lists in Egyptology 

n  Sign-list for digital encoding: Manuel de Codage 

–  Glyph 

–  MacScribe 

–  Winglyph 

–  Jsesh, Perfectglyph, etc. 



+Sign-lists in Egyptology 

n  To sum up: 

•  Font vs commented sign-lists (esp. with functions) 

•  Supporting material (esp. references) 

•  Paleographical (esp. with diachronic purposes, e.g., 
first use of the sign, first appearance of function ‘x’, 
etc.) 



+Towards the TSL 

n  The positive dimensions of existing sign-lists 

n  Functions 

n  Sources and references 

n  Diachronic information 

n  Addition needed 

n  Description of the signs and standardization 

n  Collection of shapes and analysis of the variation 

n  Harmonizing the codes 



+Towards the TSL 

n  Limitations in currently published sign lists 

n  Difficult to update 

n  Limited accessibility (students, etc.) 

n  Geographical or temporal limitations 
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Data 
•  Akademie 
•  ULiège (Jorke) 
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§  Future developments 

§  Evolution of the data model 

§  Separating the data about the documents from the sources 

§  Linking the functions to shapes, and not to sources 

§  Evolution of the encoding interface 

§  Integration of the “classes”, with their description 
(inheriting from the sign description) and semographic 
functions 

§  Addition of the description of the shapes 

§  More attention to ergonomic issues (e.g., visualization of 
data instead of IDs) and to the navigation between 
components of the TSL 

§  Development of a publication plateform 

§  Expanding, checking, and validating the data 


